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AIMLA - The new mantra for
technology
AIMLA is reshaping employment and the future of work, enabling the
emergence of new business innovations and competition
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The Chennai-based, Great Lakes Institute of Management expects, AIMLA, a neology for Artificial
Intelligence Machine Learning and Analytics to become a regular entry in the vocabulary of Digitization.
AI & ML are buzz words now; add Analytics and you have AIMLA. Disruptive innovations in digitization,
analytics, artificial intelligence, and automation are helping businesses, irrespective of their size, to
improve their business decisions, increase productivity, deliver faster, respond sooner to the customer
thereby creating performance and productivity opportunities for business and the economy. Continuing
this trend, AIMLA is today, reshaping employment and the future of work, enabling the emergence of new
business innovations and competition. Together these technological capabilities will have profound
implications for business, the economy, and, more broadly, for society.
In any discussion on disruptive technologies, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) often
crop up. Many times, both the terms are used interchangeably though they are not quite the same thing.

According to Bernard Marr – “Artificial Intelligence is the broader concept of machines being able to carry
out tasks in a way that we would consider “smart”. On the other hand Machine Learning is a subfield of
Artificial Intelligence which evolved from Pattern Recognition and Computational Learning theory that
gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed. To that extent, ML is a necessary
condition for AI to flourish.

Driving accelerators of AI
With the progress in technology , we are able to use technology to uncover how our mind works and use
AI to mimick human decision-making process and carry out tasks in even more human ways. According to
Mckinsey, the three factors that seem to be driving this process are:
Progress in Machine-learning algorithms leading to development of deep learning and reinforcementlearning techniques based on neural networks.
Availability of Hyper Scalable Computing capacity accessible to users through the cloud.
Generation of Massive amounts of data that can be used to train machine learning models using
Algorithms and IoT
These led to developments of programs like AlphaGo, that defeated a human champion of the complex
board game Go and a lip-reading system that is more accurate than a professional lip reader.
AI, Machine learning and Neural Network
Artificial Intelligence devices designed to act intelligently can be :
Applied AI is more common – examples being algorithmic trading and manoeuvringand manoeuvring an
autonomous vehicle.
Generalized AIs – systems or devices that can theoretically handle any task and where some of the most
exciting advancements are taking place. It is also the area that has led to the development of Machine
Learning. This subset of AI can be termed as the current and state-of-the-art.
Arthur Samuel, an American Pioneer in the field of Computer gaming and AI, coined the word Machine
Learning in 1959 and postulated that it might be possible to program computers an ability to learn for
themselves with very little human intervention. Technologists then realized that it would be far more
efficient to code them to think like human beings, and connect them into the internet and give them
access to all possible information. The information, then through Neural network is further classified,
same way as human brain does! Neural Network, is a system designed to recognize each information and
label them according to elements they contain. Essentially, this works on probability – based on data fed
to it and is able to make decisions , predictions or statements with a degree of certainty. The addition of
a feedback loop enables “learning” – by sensing or being told whether its decisions are right or wrong, the
approach it takes going forward can be modified.
Machine Learning applications can read, text and work out whether the person who wrote it is making a
complaint or offering congratulations. They can also listen to a piece of music, decide whether it is likely
to make someone happy or sad, and find other pieces of music to match the mood. In some cases, they
can even compose their own music expressing the same themes, or which they know is likely to be

appreciated by the admirers of the original piece. These are all possibilities offered by systems based
around ML and neural networks.
Impact and beyond
Fueled by science fiction, that we should be able to communicate and interact with electronic devices and
digital information, as naturally as we would with another human being, another field of AI – Natural
Language Processing (NLP) – has become a source of exciting innovation in recent years. NLP applications
attempt to understand natural human communication, either written or spoken and communicate in
return with us using similar, natural language. ML is used here to help machines understand the vast
nuances of human language and to learn to respond in a way that a particular audience is likely to
comprehend. Some lyricists like Madhan Karky in conjunction with music directors have been very
successful in South Indian film industry in producing hit songs such as “Google Google, Fy Fy Fy Kalachify”
!
Going forward, it is likely that human-like AI will be eventually developed. This outcome is considered
inevitable by technologists. Today, AIMLA, makes we seem to be closer to that eventuality seem much
closer. The implication is also that students and workforce would need to re-skill themselves re-learning
current tools and applications. To this end, curricula in B Schools in India and overseas incorporating these
in coursework, electives, special certificate courses and even a MBA in Technopreneurship so that reskilling is within the reach of aspirants.
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